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Abstract

Event cameras sense the intensity changes asyn-
chronously and produce event streams with high dynamic
range and low latency. This has inspired research endeav-
ors utilizing events to guide the challenging video super-
resolution (VSR) task. In this paper, we make the first at-
tempt to address a novel problem of achieving VSR at ran-
dom scales by taking advantages of the high temporal res-
olution property of events. This is hampered by the diffi-
culties of representing the spatial-temporal information of
events when guiding VSR. To this end, we propose a novel
framework that incorporates the spatial-temporal interpo-
lation of events to VSR in a unified framework. Our key
idea is to learn implicit neural representations from queried
spatial-temporal coordinates and features from both RGB
frames and events. Our method contains three parts. Specif-
ically, the Spatial-Temporal Fusion (STF) module first
learns the 3D features from events and RGB frames. Then,
the Temporal Filter (TF) module unlocks more explicit mo-
tion information from the events near the queried times-
tamp and generates the 2D features. Lastly, the Spatial-
Temporal Implicit Representation (STIR) module recovers
the SR frame in arbitrary resolutions from the outputs of
these two modules. In addition, we collect a real-world
dataset with spatially aligned events and RGB frames. Ex-
tensive experiments show that our method significantly sur-
passes the prior-arts and achieves VSR with random scales,
e.g., 6.5. Code and dataset are available at https:
//vlis2022.github.io/cvpr23/egvsr.

1. Introduction
Video super-resolution (VSR) is a task of recovering

high-resolution (HR) frames from successive multiple low-
resolution (LR) frames. Unlike LR videos, HR videos con-
tain more visual information, e.g., edge and texture, which
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Figure 1. (a) Our method learns implicit neural representations
(INR) from the queried spatial-temporal coordinates (STF) and
temporal features (TF) from RGB frames and events. (b) An ex-
ample of VSR with random scale factors, e.g., 6.5, by our method.

can be very helpful for many tasks, e.g., metaverse [52],
surveillance [15] and entertainment [4]. However, VSR is
a highly ill-posed problem owing to the loss of both spa-
tial and temporal information, especially in the real-world
scenes [5, 6, 26, 45]. Recently, deep learning-based algo-
rithms have been successfully applied to learn the intra-
frame correlation and temporal consistency from the LR
frames to recover HR frames, e.g., DUF [19], EDVR [48],
RBPN [14], BasicVSR [5], BasicVSR++ [6]. However, due
to the lack of inter-frame information, these methods are
hampered by the limitations of modeling the spatial and
temporal dependencies and may fail to recover HR frames
in complex scenes.

Event cameras are bio-inspired sensors that can asyn-
chronously detect the per-pixel intensity changes and gen-
erate event streams with low latency (1us) and high dy-
namic range (HDR) compared with the conventional frame-
based cameras (140dB vs. 60dB) [35, 51]. This has
sparked extensive research in reconstructing image/video
from events [12, 29, 42, 44, 46, 53]. However, the recon-
structed results are less plausible due to the loss of visual
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details, e.g., structures, and textures. As a result, a recent
work has utilized events for guiding VSR [18], trying to ‘in-
ject’ energy from the event-based to the frame-based cam-
eras. It leverages the high-frequency event data to synthe-
size neighboring frames, so as to find correspondences be-
tween consecutive frames. However, it only treats video
frames in discrete ways with 2D arrays of pixels and up-
samples them at a fixed up-scaling factor e.g., ×2 or ×4.
This causes inconvenience and inflexibility in the applica-
tions of SR videos, which often require arbitrary resolu-
tions, i.e., random scales.

Recently, some works tried to learn continuous image
representations with arbitrary resolutions, e.g., LIIF [7],
taking 2D queried coordinates and 2D features as input to
learn an implicit neural representation (INR). VideoINR [8],
on the other hand, decodes the LR videos into arbitrary
spatial resolutions and frame rates by learning from the
spatial coordinates and temporal coordinates, respectively.
However, it is still unclear how to leverage events to guide
learning spatial-temporal INRs for VSR. This is hampered
by two challenges. Firstly, although event data can ben-
efit VSR with its high-frequency temporal and spatial in-
formation, the large modality gap between the events and
video frames makes it challenging to use INRs to represent
the 3D spatial-temporal coordinates with event data. More-
over, there lacks HR real-world dataset with spatially well-
aligned events and frames.

In this paper, we make the first attempt to address a novel
problem of achieving VSR at random scales by taking ad-
vantage of the high-temporal resolution property of events.
Accordingly, we propose a novel framework that subtly in-
corporates the spatial-temporal interpolation from events to
VSR in a unified framework, as shown in Fig. 1. Our key
idea is to learn INRs from the queried spatial-temporal coor-
dinates and features from both the RGB frames and events.
Our framework mainly includes three parts. The Spatial-
Temporal Fusion (STF) branch learns the spatial-temporal
information from events and RGB frames (Sec. 3.2). The
shallow feature fusion and deep feature fusion are em-
ployed to narrow the modality gap and fuse the events and
RGB frames into 3D global spatial-temporal representa-
tions. Then, the Temporal Filter (TF) branch further un-
locks more explicit motion information from events. It
learns the 2D event features from events nearing the queried
timestamp (Sec. 3.3). With the features from the STF
and TF branches, the Spatial-Temporal Implicit Represen-
tation (STIR) module decodes the features and recovers SR
frames with arbitrary spatial resolutions(Sec. 3.4). That is,
given the arbitrary queried coordinates, we apply 3D sam-
pling and 2D sampling to the fused 3D features and event
data separately. Finally, the sampling features are added
and fed into a decoder, and generate targeted SR frames. In
addition, we collect a real-world dataset with a spatial reso-

lution of 3264×2248, in which the events and RGB frames
are spatially aligned. Extensive experiments on two real-
world datasets show that our method surpasses the existing
methods by 1.3 dB.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are five-
fold: (I) Our work serves as the first attempt to address a
non-trivial problem of learning INRs from events and RGB
frames for VSR at random scales. (II) We propose the STF
branch and the TF branch to model the spatial and tempo-
ral dependencies from events and RGB frames. (III) We
propose the STIR module to reconstruct RGB frames with
arbitrary spatial resolutions. (IV) We collect a high-quality
real-world dataset with spatially aligned events and RGB
frames. (V) Our method significantly surpasses the existing
methods and achieves SR with random-scales, e.g., 6.5.

2. Related Work
Event-guided Video and Image SR Recently, event data
has shown the potential to guide the image or video SR.
eSL-Net [43] and EvIntSR [13] focus on employing events
to guide the single image SR. Specifically, eSL-Net [43]
feeds both the events and LR image to a sparse learning
framework to recover an SR image. EvIntSR [13] first re-
constructs the latent frames from the events and LR image,
which are then fused to reconstruct the SR image. Dif-
ferently, event-guided VSR takes consecutive frames and
events as inputs and models both the spatial and tempo-
ral information. A recent work [18] proposed a two-stage
method by 1) utilizing events to interpolate the LR video
to get a high-frequency video and 2) rebuilding HR key
frames. However, it encodes video frames in discrete ways
and only up-samples videos at a fixed upscale factor, e.g.,
×2. We make the first attempt to achieve VSR at random
scales by learning the spatial-temporal implicit representa-
tions from events and video frames.
Video Super-Resolution (VSR) The dominant research for
VSR mainly focuses on designing learning pipelines [24],
concerning the feature learning, frame alignment and multi-
frame fusion [3, 16, 22, 23, 30, 40, 47, 49, 50]. For example,
Bao et.al [2] employed the motion compensation to achieve
the frame alignment, while EDVR [48] proposes the de-
formable convolutions after extracting the features from the
input frames. To address the feature propagation and align-
ment problem effectively, BasicVSR [5] and BasicVSR++
[6] proposed a succinct pipeline based on the bidirectional
propagation and optical flow. To better exploit the tempo-
ral information of video frames, RBPN [14] extracts and
propagates the spatial and temporal information of consec-
utive frames in a recurrent back-projection manner. Inspired
by the random image upsampling, VideoINR [9] represents
the frames with implicit representations and thus makes it
possible to learn random-scale VSR. However, these works
focus on a single modality. Differently, in our work, we
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Figure 2. Overview of our proposed framework. Our method consists of three parts, the Spatial-Temporal Fusion (STF), the Temporal
Filter (TF) and Spatial-Temporal Implicit Representation (STIR). These three parts are shown in (a) (b) (c) of this figure, respectively.
Details of STF, TF and STIR are described in this Sec.3.2, Sec.3.3 and Sec.3.4, respectively.

make the first attempt to address a novel problem of achiev-
ing VSR at random scales by taking advantage of the high-
temporal resolution property of events.
Implicit Neural Representation (INR) It also called the
coordinate-based representation, aims at parameterizing
signals, e.g., images and audio, in a continuous way via
neural networks [36]. INR has been widely applied to 3D
scene representation [28,33] and generative models [17,32],
etc. Recently, INRs have been extensively studied for im-
age and video SR. For instance, LIIF [7] achieves image SR
with random scales given the 2D queried coordinates and
2D features. JIIF [39] uses HR images to guide the interpo-
lation weights and values of LR depth maps. VideoINR [8]
decodes the LR and low-frame-rate videos into an arbitrary
spatial resolution and frame rate with three INRs. It adopts
two INR functions to learn the spatial coordinates and the
temporal coordinates, respectively. These two INR func-
tions are then used to generate a motion flow field, which
is applied back to warp the encoded features. Then, the
warped features are decoded to recover the SR frame by
the spatial INR function. Differently, considering the large
modality gap between the events and video frames, we ac-
cordingly propose a novel INR module to directly represent
the 3D spatial-temporal coordinates from event data.

3. The Proposed Framework

Event Representation As event streams are sparse points,
we first describe how to stack them into the fixed-size repre-
sentations as inputs of our framework. Events are produced
by detecting variations in the log intensity of each pixel. An

event e = (x, y, t, p) is triggered and recorded when the
logarithmic brightness change exceeds a certain threshold θ
at pixel (x, y). This process can be described as Eq.1, where
∆L = log(I lt + n) − log(I lt−∆t + n), n is noise, I lt and
I lt−∆t are intensity values in linear domain at timestamps t
and t−∆t, respectively.

p =

{
+1,∆L > θ

−1,∆L < −θ
(1)

According to Eq.1, the relation between frames I lt0(x, y)
and I lt1(x, y) at timestamps t0 and t1 can be formulated as
Eq.2, where p is the polarity of event at pixel (x, y).

I lt1(x, y) = I lt0(x, y)× exp(θ

∫ t1

t0

p dt) (2)

Events record the intensity changes with higher tempo-
ral resolution than frames, which is advantageous for VSR
task [18]. We split events into M moment segments [42]
with a shape of H ×W ×M × 2 as the input to our frame-
work. Each segment keeps events that take place within
time window. The window size is set to be a small constant
to preserve the temporal information of events.

3.1. Overview

The overall framework of our method is depicted in
Fig.2, which consists of three parts: (I) spatial-temporal
fusion (STF) branch, (II) temporal filter (TF) branch, and
(III) spatial-temporal implicit representation (STIR) mod-
ule. The input of our framework are spatially aligned
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RGB video frames V = {V0...Vi...Vn} and events E ∈
RH×W×M×2, where H × W denotes the frame size. The
output of our framework is a super-resolved video frame
ISR
s,t with the up-sampling scale s and the timestamp t. Note

that the values of s and t can be freely adjusted. In practice,
s is a real number greater than 1, and t can take the times-
tamps of all frames. The spatial resolution of the SR frame
ISR
s,t is sW × sH .

Our framework consists of three major components. The
STF branch learns the holistic spatial-temporal informa-
tion from events and RGB frames (Sec.3.2). Then, the
TF branch unlocks more explicit motion information from
events. It learns 2D event features from events nearing the
queried timestamp t (Sec.3.3). Lastly, the STIR module de-
codes the features and recovers SR frames with arbitrary
spatial resolutions (Sec.3.4). We now describe these com-
ponents in detail in the following sections.

3.2. Spatial-Temporal Fusion (STF) Branch

This module aims to extract spatial and temporal infor-
mation from events E and RGB frames V to obtain a global
spatial-temporal representation FST . The representation is
a 3D feature map of H×W×T×C, where T is the temporal
dimension, and C is the number of representation channels.
The output FST of STF branch fSTF can be described as:

FST = fSTF (V,E) (3)

Specifically, as depicted in Fig. 2(a), we first employ two
1× 1 convolutional layers to obtain the initial frame feature
map F f

0 and the event feature map F e
0 with same dimension.

As stated in [13], shallow features preserve sharper details
and local structural information while deeper features pre-
serve more semantic information. Thus, we design fusion
blocks to aggregate both the shallow and deep features.
Shallow feature fusion: As explored in [27], the residual
architecture improves the model’s capacity for representa-
tion and lessens the gradient vanishing issue. For this rea-
son, we first employ two high preserving blocks (HPB) as
the basic feature extractors to extract two shallow feature
maps F f

l and F e
l from the initial feature maps F f

0 and F e
0 ,

respectively. After that, F f
l and F e

l are concatenated and
then fed into a transformer-based fusion model to obtain a
fused feature map so as to bridge the modality gap. The
intuition behind this is that transformer has a larger percep-
tion field [1, 25, 25, 31, 41], which can be potentially used
to model the global spatial and temporal dependencies from
the frames and events. Then, the fused feature map is split
into two parts in the channel dimension and added to F f

l

and F e
l as the input for deep feature fusion.

Deep feature fusion: After the shallow feature fusion, we
again use two HPBs to extract deep features, which are then
added and passed to the transformer-based fusion model to
attain a 3D feature map FST . Through shallow and deep

feature fusion, we can better learn the temporal and spatial
information from the events and frames.

3.3. Temporal Filter (TF) Branch

Through the STF branch, the spatial-temporal feature in-
formation from both the frames and events can be effec-
tively learned. However, STF branch is insufficient to take
full advantage of the high temporal resolution of event data.
Therefore, we design the TF branch to explore more de-
tailed motion information solely from events, which turns
out to be effective in further enhancing the VSR perfor-
mance, as demonstrated in our experiments (See Table 5).

Intuitively, we design the TF branch fTF to capture the
detailed motion information from events Et,∆t near the key
frame at timestamp t, where ∆t is a small time interval. TF
branch first selects events from t−∆t to t+∆t (Fig. 2(c)).
The selected events are interpolated and sent to three con-
volutional layers to learn the temporal features. Overall, the
output FT of TF branch fTF can be described as:

FT = fTF (Et, ∆t) (4)

In Sec.4.4, we show that STF branch can capture pixel
intensities, while the TF branch can capture the motion de-
tails, e.g., edges and corners.

3.4. Spatial-Temporal Implicit Representation

In this section, our goal is to learn continuous INRs for
VSR based on the spatial-temporal feature map FST and
temporal feature map FT . The INRs are then used to decode
coordinates at time t with scale factor s into RGB values.
In this paper, we introduce the Spatial-Temporal Implicit
Representation (STIR) module to accomplish the spatial-
temporal VSR, as shown in Eq.5. We employ a simple-
yet-effective 3D feature sampling and trilinear interpolation
scheme to upsample FST and FT to a desired resolution.
A decoder, parameterized as a multi-layer CNN, is used to
convert the interpolated features into RGB values. Fig. 2(c)
depicts the detailed design of STIR. The output SR frame
ISR
t,s of the STIR fSTIR can be formulated as:

ISR
t,s = fSTIR(FST , FT ), ∀s, t (5)

3D Feature Sampling: Here, we aim at generating a co-
ordinate to make a query in grid form FST . We uniformly
sample a 3D coordinate grid, which can be expressed as
Ct,s with the dimension of sH × sW × 3. Formally, for
any query q, the corresponding element pq in the 3D co-
ordinate grid Ct,s can be described as pq = (xq, yq, tq),
where xq ∈ [0, H], yq ∈ [0,W ], tq ∈ [ts, te], ts is the start
time and te is the end time of input. For each coordinate
pq = (xq, yq, tq), we choose features of the nearest eight
points around this coordinate in the 3D spatial-temporal fea-
ture FST for interpolation.
Feature Interpolation: Then, we compute the feature of a
queried coordinate pq by using 3D interpolation techniques,
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such as trilinear interpolation. Inspired by the representa-
tion theory [37], complex signals in the low-dimensional
space e.g., images, can be transformed as linear represen-
tations in the high-dimensional space e.g., features. From
this theory, we can observe that the spatial-temporal feature
FST is indeed the high-dimensional feature representation
for the low-dimensional image. We use linear interpolation
to obtain features at the queried coordinate pq . In the exper-
iments of Table 6, we have compared several interpolation
methods, e.g., nearest sampling, and the results show that
linear interpolation shows the best performance.

In summary, for any scale s and timestamp t, the fea-
ture interpolation (i.e., 3D to 2D) process can be formulated
by Eq. 6, given the 3D coordinate grid Ct,s and spatial-
temporal feature FST .

FSF = fsample(FST , Ct,s) (6)

Implicit Representation Decoding: Finally, the sampled
2D feature map FSF and the temporal feature map FT are
added together and fed into the decoder. For simplicity and
efficiency, we design three-layers CNN structure as the de-
coder. This is supported by the empirical experiment in Ta-
ble 6, showing that a sample CNN block can achieve good
results with low complexity.

3.5. Loss Function

We employ the Charbonnier loss [21] as our VSR super-
vision loss LSR between the ground truth (GT) HR frame
IHR
t,s and the output SR frame ISR

t,s at timestamp t with up-
sampling scale s, as shown in Eq. 7, where ϵ is 1e− 3.

In training, the value range of t is all timestamps of key
frames {t0, t1...tn}. s could be a real number in the range
[1.0, smax], where smax is the maximum up-sampling scale
during training depending on the resolution of training data.
The loss function L is shown in Eq. 8. For example, when
the resolution of input LR frame is set to be 128× 128 and
the GT HR frame is 1024× 1024, the smax is 8.

LSR =
√
(ISR

t,s − IHR
t,s )2 + ϵ2 (7)

L =
∑

t∈t0,t1...tn

 ∑
s∈[1.0,smax]

LSR(I
SR
t,s , IHR

t,s )

 (8)

3.6. Real-world Dataset Collection

Existing datasets, e.g., CED [35], suffer from the lim-
ited resolution (346 × 260) and severe noise, as shown
in Fig.7. Although CED dataset provides the active pixel
sensor (APS) frames, they are in low quality because they
are simply demosaiced by OpenCV [34] from RAW data.
Therefore, collecting HR and high-quality datasets with
spatially aligned frames and events is important to inspire
more research for the event-guided VSR problem. In this
paper, we collected a new real-world dataset, called ALPIX-

VSR, using a ALPIX-Eiger event camera1. The camera out-
puts well aligned RGB frames and events. The RGB frames
enjoy a resolution of 3264 × 2448 and are generated by a
carefully designed image signal processor(ISP) from RAW
data with the Quad Bayer pattern [10], and the events have
a resolution with 1632× 1224.

Our ALPIX-VSR dataset consists of 26 video sequences
with 5388 frames and well-aligned events in total. These
sequences include diverse scenes, e.g., streets, buildings,
flowers, textures, and machines. To avoid motion blur and
low-light noise, we collect the dataset in bright indoor and
sunny outdoor scenes. For more details about our real-
world dataset, please refer to the supplementary material.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experiments Setting

Implementation Details and Datasets: For all experi-
ments, we use the Adam optimizer [20] with a learning rate
of 1e− 4 for CED dataset and 5e− 5 for our ALPIX-VSR
dataset. We train our framework for 100 epochs with a batch
size of 2 using two NVIDIA RTX A30 GPU cards.
Evaluation Metrics: We statistically assess the effective-
ness of our approach using the peak-signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and structural similarity (SSIM).
Datasets: We use the CED [35] and the ALPIX-VSR
dataset for experiments. 1) CED Dataset. It includes a col-
lection of color events and video sequences in many scenes,
e.g., indoor, outdoor, driving, human, calibration. The reso-
lution of the frames and events is 346× 260. We follow the
setting of E-VSR [18] to preprocess this dataset. Note that
the RGB frames provided by CED are obtained by demo-
saicing [34] from raw frames and suffer from severe noise.
2) ALPIX-VSR Dataset. We select 20 videos for train-
ing and 6 videos for testing. The training and testing sets
include 4212 and 1176 frames with aligned events, respec-
tively. Note that we apply data augmentation strategy, such
as random crop, to ALPIX-VSR dataset for all compared
methods to avoid memory overflow during training.

4.2. Comparison with SoTA Methods

We compare our method with six SoTA methods un-
der three VSR settings: (I) one SoTA event-guided, fixed-
scale VSR method E-VSR [18] (II) one SoTA method
of frame-based arbitrary-scale VSR method VideoINR [8]
(III) five SoTA methods of frame-based, fixed-scale VSR
methods: BasicVSR++ [6], RBPN [14], SOF [45], TDAN
[40], DUF [19]. We report ×2 and ×4 super-resolution re-
sults of our method and all 6 comparison methods on CED
dataset. We also compare our method with E-VSR and
BasicVSR++ on our ALPIX-VSR dataset. Moreover, we
compare our method with VideoINR on out-of-distribution

1https://www.alpsentek.com/product
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Clip Name DUF [19]* TDAN [40] SOF [45] RBPN [14] VideoINR [8]* E-VSR [18] Ours
people dynamic wave 32.02 / 0.9333 35.83 / 0.9540 33.32 / 0.9360 40.07 / 0.9868 27.47 / 0.8229 41.08 / 0.9891 38.78 / 0.9794

indoors foosball 2 30.55 / 0.9262 32.12 / 0.9339 30.86 / 0.9253 34.15 / 0.9739 26.03 / 0.7766 34.77 / 0.9775 38.68 / 0.9750
simple wires 2 30.08 / 0.9387 31.57 / 0.9466 30.12 / 0.9326 33.83 / 0.9739 26.77 / 0.8321 34.44 / 0.9773 38.67 / 0.9815

people dynamic dancing 31.64 / 0.9369 35.73 / 0.9566 32.93 / 0.9388 39.56 / 0.9869 27.36 / 0.8202 40.49 / 0.9891 39.06 / 0.9798
people dynamic jumping 31.57 / 0.9334 35.42 / 0.9536 32.79 / 0.9347 39.44 / 0.9859 27.24 / 0.8183 40.32 / 0.9880 38.93 / 0.9792

simple fruit fast 37.46 / 0.9442 37.75 / 0.9440 37.22 / 0.9390 40.33 / 0.9782 27.21 / 0.8456 40.80 / 0.9801 41.96 / 0.9821
outdoor jumping infrared 2 25.33 / 0.8162 28.91 / 0.9062 26.67 / 0.8746 30.36 / 0.9648 26.88 / 0.8226 30.70 / 0.9698 38.03 / 0.9755

simple carpet fast 31.43 / 0.8811 32.54 / 0.9006 31.83 / 0.8774 34.91 / 0.9502 24.21 / 0.5909 35.16 / 0.9536 36.14 / 0.9635
people dynamic armroll 31.38 / 0.9311 35.55 / 0.9541 32.79 / 0.9345 40.05 / 0.9878 27.26 / 0.8193 41.00 / 0.9898 38.84 / 0.9787

indoors kitchen 2 29.92 / 0.9273 30.67 / 0.9323 29.61 / 0.9192 31.51 / 0.9551 26.44 / 0.7502 31.79 / 0.9586 37.68 / 0.9726
people dynamic sitting 30.62 / 0.9331 35.09 / 0.9561 32.13 / 0.9367 39.03 / 0.9862 27.63 / 0.8230 39.97 / 0.9884 38.86 / 0.9810
average PSNR/SSIM 31.09 / 0.9183 33.74 / 0.9398 31.84 / 0.9226 36.66 / 0.9754 26.77 / 0.7938 37.32 / 0.9783 38.69 / 0.9771

Table 1. Quantitative results (PSNR/SSIM) of the proposed our framework and other methods on the CED dataset for ×2. Because the
official training code is not available, * denoted values were acquired from the pre-trained model that the authors have released.

LR Frame Events Basic VSR++ Video INR E-VSR Ours GT

Figure 3. Visual results of ×4 VSR on the CED dataset. Our method recovers more details, e.g., textual, edge than the SoTA event-guided
VSR method E-VSR [18] and the random up-sampling VSR method Video INR [8].

scales to demonstrate our method’s ability for arbitrary-
scale VSR. Note that E-VSR only supports ×2 and ×4 SR,
and BasicVSR++ only supports ×4 SR.

Evaluation on CED Dataset Table 1 and Table 2 present
the quantitative results for ×2 and ×4 VSR, respectively.
Our model clearly outperforms other methods in terms
of PSNR, and shows a comparable performance in SSIM
with E-VSR. The qualitative results in Fig. 3 demonstrate
that our model is capable of recovering fine details, like
sharp edges and detailed textures. We can see that event-
guided methods (E-VSR and our method) yield better per-
formances than the frame-based counterparts, showing the
complementary effects of event data for VSR. Furthermore,

VideoINR performs noticeably worse than other methods,
indicating that frame-based implicit neural representations
struggle with the low-resolution and high-noise input. Con-
trarily, our approach benefits from additional event infor-
mation and generates satisfactory INRs.

Table 2 shows quantitative results in ×4 SR on the CED
dataset, where our model achieves SoTA performance while
remaining lightweight and efficient. Specifically, our model
only accounts for one-200th of the E-VSR. BasicVSR++,
the SoTA method of frame-based VSR, fails to perform well
on CED dataset as the upsampling scale increases, which
demonstrates its less robustness on the highly noisy dataset.

Evaluation on the ALPIX-VSR Dataset The quantitative
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LR Frame Events BasicVSR++ E-VSR Ours GT
Figure 4. Results of ×4 VSR on the ALPIX-VSR dataset.

LR Frames Events VideoINR Ours GT
Figure 5. Results of ×8 VSR on the ALPIX-VSR dataset.

Methods Model Size(M ) PSNR SSIM
DUF [19] 1.90 24.43 0.8177

TDAN [40] 1.97 27.88 0.8231
SOF [45] 1.00 27.00 0.8050

RBPN [14] 12.18 29.80 0.8975
BasicVSR++ [6] 7.30 14.76 0.1641
VideoINR [8]* 11.31 25.53 0.7871

E-VSR [18] 412.42 30.15 0.9052
Ours 2.45 31.12 0.9211

Table 2. Quantitative results on CED dataset for ×4. * denotes
the values obtained from the official pre-trained models.

Methods PSNR SSIM
E-VSR 36.10 0.9761

×2 Ours 38.25 0.9822
E-VSR 32.54 0.9163

×4 BasicVSR++ 35.30 0.9353
Ours 37.12 0.9503

×6 VideoINR* 31.15 0.9084
Ours 31.85 0.9267

×8 VideoINR* 28.11 0.8625
Ours 28.53 0.8901

Table 3. Quantitative comparison (PSNR/SSIM) of our methods
and other methods on the ALPIX-VSR dataset. * denotes the val-
ues obtained from the official pre-trained models.

and qualitative results are shown in Table 3 and Fig. 5.
We present comparison results of our method with Ba-
sicVSR++ and E-VSR on our collected real-world dataset.
4.3. Random Scale Up-sampling

Results of random scale upsampling are shown in Ta-
ble 3. We upsample the video frames to ×2 , ×4, ×6

×1.8 ×2.6 ×5.6
Ours 39.2508 / 0.9803 37.3408 / 0.9589 31.2549 / 0.9135

×6.6 ×7.1 ×7.8
Ours 28.3182 / 0.8772 28.3188 / 0.87762 28.3198 / 0.8783

Table 4. Quantitative results(PSNR/SSIM) of random-scale
comparison on theALPIX-VSR dataset.

, ×8, and compare with the SoTA models, E-VSR and
BasicVSR++. Though these two models are strictly con-
strained to a specific upsampling scale, our method presents
superior performance on these settings.

We also compare our method with VideoINR, the SoTA
random-scale VSR method quantitatively in ×6, ×8. Re-
sults in Table 3 show that our model surpasses VideoINR in
all evaluated scales of ×6, ×8. Furthermore, to evaluate the
performance of our method on arbitrary scales, we conduct
experiments of 6 random-chosen float scales. The results
are shown in Table 4 and indicate our model’s robustness
across arbitrary random scales. It is easy to find that values
of performance, e.g., PSNR, SSIM, and upsampling scales
are not strictly monotonic.

4.4. Ablation Studies and Discussion

The following ablation experiments investigate the im-
portance of each of our proposed modules. As it takes
more than 120 hours to train a model on the complete CED
dataset, we uniformly select 1/5 of CED as the dataset for
ablation experiments.
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TF
Branch

Shallow
Feature Fusion

Model
Size(M ) PSNR SSIM

1 w w 2.4513 38.14 0.9820
2 w/o w 2.4482 37.96 0.9812
3 w w/o 1.7360 37.76 0.9729

Table 5. Ablation of the TF branch and shallow feature fusion.

Interpolation Decoder LF Channels PSNR SSIM

1 Linear CNN 16 38.14 0.9820
2 Nearest CNN 16 28.91 0.9131
3 Linear SIREN 16 10.30 0.2997
4 Linear MLP 16 37.94 0.9811
5 Linear CNN 8 36.82 0.9763
6 Linear CNN 24 38.25 0.9825

Table 6. Impacts of interpolation methods, decoder designs
and channel size of the spatial-temporal features FST .

Efficiency of TF branch and Shallow Feature Fusion:
Table 5 validates the contribution of TF branch and shallow
feature fusion in STF branch. The removal of TF branch
reduces both PSNR and SSIM scores, where PSNR drops
by 0.18dB. In Fig. 6, we use PCA [11] to visualize the out-
put of TF branch. As can be seen, FT focuses on edge and
corner information, which is very helpful for VSR, espe-
cially texture recovery. We also find that removing shallow
feature fusion results in a large performance drop (PSNR
drops by 0.38 dB and SSIM drops by nearly 0.1 dB). This
finding indicates that fusion on shallow features is critical
since shallow features carry rich local structure information
which may be missing in deep features.
Feature Interpolation: We apply a feature-based interpo-
lation strategy, i.e. interpolating features near a coordinate
and sending the interpolated feature into the decoder to re-
construct HR frames. Such strategy has been studied in a
prior work on implicit neural representation learning for 3D
objects [38] and shown to be able to recover clearer details
and sharper edges. We further study the influence of inter-
polation methods, as shown in Table 6. The trilinear manner
of interpolation yields better PSNR and SSIM scores com-
pared with the nearest interpolation.
Feature Decoder: We also compare the performance of
different decoder designs, including MLP, SIREN [36] and
CNN. Table 6 shows that decoding with CNN has the best
performance among these methods, while non-convergence
occurs with SIREN. We argue the reason CNN performs
well is that decoding in STIR is only a dimensional reduc-
tion process, so no complicated design is required.
Robustness to Noise: In comparison to BasicVSR++, our
method not only performs SR but also removes noise on the
CED dataset, as shown in Fig.7. Note that BasicVSR++ is
a SoTA frame-based method in VSR task. We analyze that
the poor performance of BasicVSR++ on CED is caused
by the dependence for only frame modality and excessive
emphasis on the frame’s high-frequency information. High
frequencies are often present in the image as edges, cor-

PSNR SSIM
3 to 1 38.14 0.9820
5 to 3 38.04 0.9818

Table 7. Ablation for the number of input and output frames.

LR Frame Events 𝐹!" 𝐹#

A
PL
IX

V
SR

C
ED

Figure 6. Feature visualization of FSF (Eq. 6) and FT (Eq. 4).

(a) Basic VSR++ (b) Ours (c) GT

Figure 7. Comparison of noise removal capacity of Ba-
sicVSR++ [6] with our methods, with respect to HR GT.

ners and noise. Therefore BasicVSR++ is easily affected
by serious noise. In comparison to BasicVSR++, our frame-
work has more robustness. Benefiting from the guidance of
events, e.g., edges, corners, our method can effectively re-
duce the adverse effects of noise on frames.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework which

jointly learns INRs from RGB frames and events, and en-
ables arbitrary scale VSR. Our method effectively uses high
temporal resolution property of events to complement RGB
frames with STF and TF. A simple yet effective STIR is
used to recover frames at arbitrary scales. Extensive exper-
iments on two real-world datasets validate our method en-
joys better performance over current related SoTA methods
with significantly lower model size.
Limitation and Future Work: In this work we tackle the
problem of spatial VSR. Since our work learns INRs of
videos, it naturally enables frame interpolation, which will
be explored in our future work. We hope our work can shed
light on more research about enhancing implicit neural rep-
resentations with non-photorealistic data.
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